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Heavy Ions in the LHCHeavy Ions in the LHC
Baseline Programme and Upgrade Baseline Programme and Upgrade 

PossibilitiesPossibilities

John Jowett ABJohn Jowett AB--ABPABP
for everyone in Ifor everyone in I--LHC ProjectLHC Project

Particular thanks to C. Particular thanks to C. CarliCarli, M. , M. ChanelChanel, S. , S. MauryMaury, , ……
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RHIC programme as a model for LHCRHIC programme as a model for LHC

c.f. I-LHC 
Baseline

c.f. I-LHC 
Medium Term 

Upgrades

RHIC II,

eRHIC

c.f. I-LHC 
longer-

term 
upgrades

?
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““BaselineBaseline”” programme for heavy programme for heavy 
ion physics in the LHC:ion physics in the LHC:
PbPb--PbPb collisions onlycollisions only

As defined around 2003As defined around 2003
for the latest LHC Design Reportfor the latest LHC Design Report
(not same as (not same as ““ALICE BaselineALICE Baseline””!)!)
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The LHC Injector Chain The LHC Injector Chain -- SchematicSchematic

LEIR 72 MeV/n Pb

6 GeV/n Pb

177 GeV/n Pb

2.76 TeV/n Pb-Pb

LEIR 72 MeV/n

Not to scale
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150 eμAe x 200 μs Linac3 output after stripping
2 Same physical emittance as protons,

LHC LHC PbPb Injector Chain: Injector Chain: 
Key Parameters for luminosity 10Key Parameters for luminosity 102727 cmcm--22 ss--11

1 eVs/n0.40.050.025 eVs/nεlong per LHC bunch3

11.653.9200total bunch length [ns]

~10’fill/ring~503.63.60.2-0.40.2-0.4Repetition time [s]

1.51.21.00.70.25~0.10ε∗(nor. rms) [μm]2

100100 100 (or 95/5)4bunch spacing [ns]

7 1079 1071.2 1082.25 1081.15 1099 109ions/LHC bunch

4.1 1010< 4.7 1094.8 1089 1081.15 109 1)9 109ions/pulse

59252,48,324 (or 4x2)42 (1/8 of PS)bunches/ring

23350150086.7   57.14.802.28 1.14Output Bρ [Tm]

82+82+54+   82+54+27+ 54+27+208Pb charge state

2.76 TeV/n177 GeV/n5.9 GeV/n72.2 MeV/n4.2 MeV/n2.5 KeV/nOutput energy

LHCSPS   12PS  13,12,8LEIRLinac 3ECR Source

1 eVs/n0.40.050.025 eVs/nεlong per LHC bunch3

11.653.9200total bunch length [ns]

~10’fill/ring~503.63.60.2-0.40.2-0.4Repetition time [s]

1.51.21.00.70.25~0.10ε∗(nor. rms) [μm]2

100100 100 (or 95/5)4bunch spacing [ns]

7 1079 1071.2 1082.25 1081.15 1099 109ions/LHC bunch

4.1 1010< 4.7 1094.8 1089 1081.15 109 1)9 109ions/pulse

59252,48,324 (or 4x2)42 (1/8 of PS)bunches/ring

23350150086.7   57.14.802.28 1.14Output Bρ [Tm]

82+82+54+   82+54+27+ 54+27+208Pb charge state

2.76 TeV/n177 GeV/n5.9 GeV/n72.2 MeV/n4.2 MeV/n2.5 KeV/nOutput energy

LHCSPS   12PS  13,12,8LEIRLinac 3ECR Source 4

2*
,1  is invariant in ramp.n x yε ≡ ε = γ − ε ∼

Stripping foil
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LEIR (LowLEIR (Low--Energy Ion Ring)Energy Ion Ring)

Prepares beams for LHC using 
electron cooling 
circumference 25p m (1/8 PS)
Multiturn injection into   
horizontal+vertical+longitudina
l phase planes 
Fast Electron Cooling :  
Electron current from 0.5 to 
0.6 A with variable density
Dynamic vacuum (NEG,  Au-
coated collimators, scrubbing)

RF

E-Cooling

Injection

Ejection

Dπ0 Dπ0

D=0

D=0

Ejection
kicker

Quadrupole
triplet

Quadrupole 
doublet

dipole

RF 

vacuum 
sector 4
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LHC Collisions with Lead IonsLHC Collisions with Lead Ions

208208PbPb82+82+--208208PbPb82+82+ collisions collisions 

CM energy 1.15 PeV with CM energy 1.15 PeV with 
nominal dipole field.nominal dipole field.
–– Beam energy 2.76 A TeV Beam energy 2.76 A TeV 

ALICE detector specialises in ALICE detector specialises in 
heavy ion physicsheavy ion physics

CMS and ATLAS are also CMS and ATLAS are also 
interested in heavy ion physicsinterested in heavy ion physics
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Commissioning Commissioning PbPb--PbPb in the LHC Main Ringsin the LHC Main Rings

Refer to detailed plan presented in Chamonix 2005Refer to detailed plan presented in Chamonix 2005
Basic principle: Basic principle: Make the absolute minimum of changes Make the absolute minimum of changes 
to the working to the working pp--pp configurationconfiguration
–– MMaaggnneettiiccaallllyy iiddeennttiiccaall transfer, injection, ramp, squeeze of IP1, transfer, injection, ramp, squeeze of IP1, 

IP5IP5
–– Same beam sizesSame beam sizes
–– Different RF frequency swing, add squeeze of IP2Different RF frequency swing, add squeeze of IP2

RequirementsRequirements
–– LHC works reasonably well with protonsLHC works reasonably well with protons
–– Ion injector chain ready with Early BeamIon injector chain ready with Early Beam
–– Minimum instrumentation for ions set upMinimum instrumentation for ions set up

Need ionization profile monitors Need ionization profile monitors 
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How long will it take to commission How long will it take to commission PbPb ions in LHC?ions in LHC?

This will be a This will be a hothot--switchswitch, done when the LHC is already , done when the LHC is already 
operational with protons operational with protons 
–– Not  Not  a starta start--up from shutdownup from shutdown

There There isis previous experience of switching a hadron previous experience of switching a hadron 
collider from one species to another.collider from one species to another.
–– RHIC changed a few times, typically from ions to RHIC changed a few times, typically from ions to pp--pp, with 1 , with 1 

week setup + 1 week week setup + 1 week performanceperformance““rampramp--upup””
More complicated optics changes than LHC (injection is More complicated optics changes than LHC (injection is 
below transition with ions, above with protons) below transition with ions, above with protons) 
Protons are polarizedProtons are polarized

–– Done a few times with the first ion collider at CERN (the ISR, Done a few times with the first ion collider at CERN (the ISR, 
late 1970s)late 1970s)

Went very quickly (< 1 day), because Went very quickly (< 1 day), because magnetically identicalmagnetically identical
LHC closer to ISR than RHIC from this point of viewLHC closer to ISR than RHIC from this point of view
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Beam energy (TeV) 6.0, 6.5 or 
7.0 

6.0, 6.5 or 
7.0 

6.0, 6.5 or 
7.0 

Number of bunches (per 
beam) 

43 43 156 

β* in IP 1, 2, 5, 8 (m) 18,10,18,10 2,10,2,10 2,10,2,10 

Crossing Angle (µR) 0 0 0 

Transverse emittance (µm) 3.75 3.75 3.75 

Bunch spacing (µs) 2.025 2.025 0.525 

Bunch Intensity 1 1010 4 1010 4 1010 

Luminosity in IP 1 & 5 (cm-2 

s-1) 
~ 3 1028 ~ 5 1030 ~ 2 1031

Luminosity in IP 2 (cm-2 s-1) ~ 6 1028 ~ 1 1030 ~ 4 1030

Pilot Ion Run for 1Pilot Ion Run for 1--2 days within Proton Pilot Run2 days within Proton Pilot Run

ALICE will be 
taking head-on 
collisions. 

No change to 
magnetic  
configuration.

-1 1 b gives first heavy-ion physics results (c.f. RHIC)!μ

Initial Pilot Run conditions 
with Early Ion beam would 
give Pb-Pb luminosity of:

24 -2 -1(few) 10  cm sL = ×
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Luminosity evolution during a fill: Early schemeLuminosity evolution during a fill: Early scheme
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time (useful if turntime (useful if turn--
round time is long).round time is long).
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visibility 
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* 1 mβ =
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II--LHC PlanningLHC Planning

Baseline: LeadBaseline: Lead--Lead collisionsLead collisions
–– ““Early Early PbPb SchemeScheme”” –– much easier to achieve much easier to achieve –– for 2008 (and for 2008 (and 

2009?)2009?)
Allows study of performance limitations.Allows study of performance limitations.

–– ““Nominal Nominal PbPb SchemeScheme”” by 2009 (or 2010?)    by 2009 (or 2010?)    
PbPb--PbPb is perceived as posing the most difficult is perceived as posing the most difficult 
accelerator physics problemsaccelerator physics problems

Future Future ““upgradesupgrades”” not in Baseline: not in Baseline: 
–– pp--PbPb collisions under studycollisions under study

Effects of revolution frequency difference at injection Effects of revolution frequency difference at injection 
expected to be expected to be muchmuch weakerweaker than at RHICthan at RHIC

–– lighter ionlighter ion--ion collisions (e.g. Ca, ion collisions (e.g. Ca, ArAr, O, , O, ……) appear possible ) appear possible 
without major upgrades, to be studied.without major upgrades, to be studied.
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Summary of BaselineSummary of Baseline

Operation of LHC with lead ions limited by new effects, Operation of LHC with lead ions limited by new effects, 
qualitatively different from protons qualitatively different from protons 
–– Several effects important around level of design luminosity Several effects important around level of design luminosity 

(uncertainties in their estimation but some recent grounds for (uncertainties in their estimation but some recent grounds for 
optimism)optimism)

Restricted to a narrow operational range of parameters Restricted to a narrow operational range of parameters 
below the nominal luminositybelow the nominal luminosity
““Early schemeEarly scheme”” will allow relatively safe commissioning, will allow relatively safe commissioning, 
access good initial physicsaccess good initial physics
Study of Study of pp--PbPb mode has begun, looks promisingmode has begun, looks promising
LEIR commissioning has started with some success and LEIR commissioning has started with some success and 
some setbacks some setbacks ……
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Performance limits in baseline Performance limits in baseline PbPb--PbPb

BFPPBFPP
–– Essentially a limit on luminosityEssentially a limit on luminosity
–– Improved understanding of interaction, energy deposition of Improved understanding of interaction, energy deposition of 

very high energy ions with matter, being implemented in FLUKA very high energy ions with matter, being implemented in FLUKA 
Monte CarloMonte Carlo

–– Our estimates of quench limitOur estimates of quench limit
–– BLM installation to allow this limit to be handled operationallyBLM installation to allow this limit to be handled operationally

CollimationCollimation
–– Essentially a limit on total beam currentEssentially a limit on total beam current
–– Currently major concern, see next talkCurrently major concern, see next talk

InstrumentationInstrumentation
–– Operational limitationOperational limitation
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Luminosity limit from BoundLuminosity limit from Bound--Free Pair ProductionFree Pair Production
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Quench AnalysisQuench Analysis

Special BLMs
added to LHC 
magnets around 
BFPP loss locations 
around 3 
experiments, 
FLUKA simulations 
of response for 
operation.

Higher luminosity 
will require new 
solutions – special 
shielding ?
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Operational parameter space Operational parameter space 
with lead ionswith lead ions
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Luminosity evolution: Nominal schemeLuminosity evolution: Nominal scheme

expNo. of experiments: 0, 3,1,2n =An “ideal” fill, 
starting from 
design parameters.

Luminosity burn-
off, 
IBS (pessimistic), 
radiation damping, 
RF noise, 
beam-gas,
multiple scattering, 
etc.
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Example: average luminosityExample: average luminosity

0 2 4 6 8 10
trunHhL

2 μ1026
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Hmc
-

1 s-
1 L

Average LuminosityAverage luminosity 
with 3h turn-around 
time, in ideal fills 
starting from nominal 
initial luminosity.

Maximum of curve 
gives optimum fill 
length.

Average luminosity 
with 3h turn-around 
time, in ideal fills 
starting from nominal 
initial luminosity.

Maximum of curve 
gives optimum fill 
length.

expNo. of experiments: 0, 3,1,2n =

Average luminosity depends strongly on time taken to dump, 
recycle, refill, ramp and re-tune machine for collisions.

If turn-around time is short 
enough, beams may be dumped to 
maximise average L before BPM 
visibility threshold is reached. 
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A. Morsch
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intensity decays 
to maximise 
integrated 
luminosity.
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Beams can be kept Beams can be kept 
longer. longer. 

Operational Operational 
feasibility in LHC to feasibility in LHC to 
be demonstrated be demonstrated 
(to some extent in (to some extent in 
studies at RHIC).studies at RHIC).
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Summary for Baseline Summary for Baseline PbPb--PbPb

Early Ion Scheme to be scheduled Early Ion Scheme to be scheduled 
–– Switchover from Switchover from pp--pp should be < 1 week.should be < 1 week.

Opportunity for Opportunity for additionaladditional Pilot Ion RunPilot Ion Run for very early physics for very early physics 
resultsresults
–– If If ion injection available at the right time, etcion injection available at the right time, etc
–– Very short, little loss of pp timeVery short, little loss of pp time

Performance limits for Nominal Scheme to be clarified with EarlyPerformance limits for Nominal Scheme to be clarified with Early
Scheme, Scheme, in particular:in particular:
–– Test understanding of BFPP and quenchesTest understanding of BFPP and quenches
–– Test understanding of losses from collimation (see next talk!)Test understanding of losses from collimation (see next talk!)
–– Intensity limits in PS, SPSIntensity limits in PS, SPS

After Early Scheme Run, adapt strategy (filling pattern, bunchAfter Early Scheme Run, adapt strategy (filling pattern, bunch--
splitting in PS, splitting in PS, ……), increase number of bunches towards Nominal ), increase number of bunches towards Nominal 
Complete first phase of LHC ion programme (~1 nbComplete first phase of LHC ion programme (~1 nb--11 PbPb--PbPb, several , several 
weeks total operational beam time for physics)weeks total operational beam time for physics)
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MediumMedium--term Upgrade possibilities term Upgrade possibilities 
for Heavy Ion physics in the LHCfor Heavy Ion physics in the LHC

Expected for many years,Expected for many years,
Physics case already presented.Physics case already presented.
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Approach for this presentationApproach for this presentation

In the context of PAF, I will try to adopt a level of In the context of PAF, I will try to adopt a level of 
optimism comparable to that applied to other future optimism comparable to that applied to other future 
upgrades of the LHCupgrades of the LHC
–– Yes, there are certainly problems to be solved.Yes, there are certainly problems to be solved.
–– R&D may lead us to solutionsR&D may lead us to solutions
–– Many things (physics requirements, performance limits, Many things (physics requirements, performance limits, 

feasibility of upgrades, feasibility of upgrades, ……) will become clearer after some HI ) will become clearer after some HI 
operation of the LHC.operation of the LHC.

Anticipate possible future requirements of the Anticipate possible future requirements of the 
experimentsexperiments
–– LHC Experiments Committee statements LHC Experiments Committee statements 
–– J. J. SchukraftSchukraft’’ss presentation at POFPA, 11 Nov 2005presentation at POFPA, 11 Nov 2005
–– NSAC Review of Heavy Ion Physics in USA (2004) NSAC Review of Heavy Ion Physics in USA (2004) 
–– Guidance from evolution of RHIC programmeGuidance from evolution of RHIC programme
–– Informal communicationsInformal communications
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Status of work on the LHC Ion Upgrades Status of work on the LHC Ion Upgrades 

Discussions in early 1990sDiscussions in early 1990s
–– Luminosity, lifetime considerations for various ionsLuminosity, lifetime considerations for various ions

In recent years, (almost) no CERN resources have been In recent years, (almost) no CERN resources have been 
devoted to study of the LHC Ion upgrades beyond devoted to study of the LHC Ion upgrades beyond 
Baseline Baseline PbPb--PbPb
–– This is quite different from the situation for protons where theThis is quite different from the situation for protons where there re 

are busy CAREare busy CARE--HHH working groups, workshops, etc.HHH working groups, workshops, etc.
–– Nevertheless the Nevertheless the mediummedium--termterm Ion Upgrades are generally Ion Upgrades are generally 

expected to occur expected to occur beforebefore the pp upgrades (although there is the pp upgrades (although there is 
now more risk of overlap now more risk of overlap ……))

LongLong--term upgradesterm upgrades
–– More speculative, brief mention later in this presentationMore speculative, brief mention later in this presentation
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ProtonProton--Nucleus (pNucleus (p--A) CollisionsA) Collisions

Workshop at CERN last yearWorkshop at CERN last year
–– Mainly on physicsMainly on physics

Machine session:Machine session:
–– Review of RHIC experience Review of RHIC experience 

with dwith d--Au collisionsAu collisions
–– Demonstration (C. Demonstration (C. CarliCarli) that ) that 

LHC injector chains can LHC injector chains can 
function efficiently in tandem function efficiently in tandem 
to produce to produce matching filling matching filling 
patternspatterns of p and of p and PbPb in LHCin LHC

–– First analysis of pFirst analysis of p--A operation A operation 
of LHC, counter arguments of LHC, counter arguments 
given (JMJ) to doubts given (JMJ) to doubts 
concerning feasibility (concerning feasibility (RHICRHIC’’ss
bad experience with unequal bad experience with unequal 
revolution frequencies)revolution frequencies)

See also recent EPAC06 paperSee also recent EPAC06 paper

http://ph-dep-th.web.cern.ch/ph-dep-th/content2/workshops/pAatLHC/pAworkshop2.html
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Critical difference between RHIC and LHCCritical difference between RHIC and LHC

RHIC: Independent 
bending field for the two 

beams

RHIC: Independent 
bending field for the two 

beams

LHC: Identical bending 
field in both apertures of 

two-in-one dipole

LHC: Identical bending 
field in both apertures of 

two-in-one dipole
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Kinematics of colliding nucleon pairsKinematics of colliding nucleon pairs

Maximum values, corresponding to proton equivalent Maximum values, corresponding to proton equivalent 
momentum (momentum (⇐⇐ magnetic bending field) of 7 TeV/c magnetic bending field) of 7 TeV/c 
Relations among these numbers are a simple, direct Relations among these numbers are a simple, direct 
consequence of the twoconsequence of the two--inin--one magnet design.one magnet design.

 p-p Pb-Pb p-Pb d-Pb 
/ TeVE  7 574 (7,574) (7,574) 

/ TeVNE  7 2.76 (7,2.76) (3.5,2.76) 

/ TeVs  14 1148 126.8 126.8 

NN / TeVs  14 5.52 8.79 6.22 

CMy  0 0 2.20 2.20 

NNy  0 0 -0.46 -0.12 
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Momentum offset for equal frequencies in rampMomentum offset for equal frequencies in ramp
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Beam Separation in IR2 (around ALICE) at injectionBeam Separation in IR2 (around ALICE) at injection

55σσ envelopes of beams out to envelopes of beams out to 
first D1 separation magnetfirst D1 separation magnet
–– Vertical crossing angle bumpVertical crossing angle bump
–– Horizontal injection separation Horizontal injection separation 

bumpbump
–– Encounter points have basic Encounter points have basic 

spacing of 15 m, but there are spacing of 15 m, but there are 
gaps in the bunch train.gaps in the bunch train.

–– Comb of 5Comb of 5--6 encounter points 6 encounter points 
moves across IR at 0.15 m per moves across IR at 0.15 m per 
turn.turn.

Other Other IRsIRs similarsimilar
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BeamBeam--beam Kicks and Tunebeam Kicks and Tune--shifts in IR2shifts in IR2
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This level of effect very probably acceptable.
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Typical PerformanceTypical Performance

7

10

As in above example, assumes Pb ion bunch with nominal intensity  7 10 ,

proton bunch with 10% nominal intensity  1.15 10 ,
nominal emittances (equal geometric beam sizes).

With Pb ion nominal bun

= ×

= ×
b

b

N

N

29 -2 -1

ch structure in both beams, this would give luminosity
,    in p+Pb collisions 1.5 10 at th c e .m Cs LH= ×L

This luminosity is already adequate for physics but there 
is reasonable hope to go beyond.

Luminosity lifetime in range of a few hours, can be 
optimised.  

Calculations need updating to include radiation damping, 
IBS, luminosity burn-off, added RF noise, etc.
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Further work required on pFurther work required on p--AA

General checking of all systemsGeneral checking of all systems
More study of common BPMs, RF systemsMore study of common BPMs, RF systems
–– Prepare hardware modificationsPrepare hardware modifications

Coupling via electromagnetic crossCoupling via electromagnetic cross--talk between two RF talk between two RF 
systems or other systems ?systems or other systems ?
–– c.f. PS Booster (K. Schindl)c.f. PS Booster (K. Schindl)

Machine studies at RHIC during next dMachine studies at RHIC during next d--Au run ?Au run ?
Once LHC is working with Once LHC is working with pp--pp or or PbPb--PbPb
–– Machine development studiesMachine development studies on different revolution on different revolution 

frequencies, effects of transverse feedback, acceptable frequencies, effects of transverse feedback, acceptable δ,δ, etc. etc. 
would be valuable.would be valuable.

–– Fold experience into proper planning of pFold experience into proper planning of p--A upgradeA upgrade

How much integrated luminosity is needed for physics?How much integrated luminosity is needed for physics?
–– Update lifetime and luminosity calculations Update lifetime and luminosity calculations 
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Summary and Outlook for pSummary and Outlook for p--AA

pp--PbPb upgrade of the LHC appears feasible.upgrade of the LHC appears feasible.
–– Some, but not all, of the Some, but not all, of the PbPb--PbPb problemsproblems
–– Some, but not all, of the Some, but not all, of the pp--pp problemsproblems
–– SomeSome specifically specifically pp--PbPb beam dynamics problemsbeam dynamics problems deserve further deserve further 

study.study.
–– Modest investment in LHC Main Rings hardwareModest investment in LHC Main Rings hardware

dd--PbPb only slightly easier (from Main Ring beam dynamics only slightly easier (from Main Ring beam dynamics 
point of view) but would require investmentpoint of view) but would require investment
–– See pSee p--A Workshop talk on injector chain by C. A Workshop talk on injector chain by C. CarliCarli

We might be asked to do this around 2011We might be asked to do this around 2011
–– Preparation should be thorough (HI runs are short so must be Preparation should be thorough (HI runs are short so must be 

prosecuted efficiently!) and must start in time.prosecuted efficiently!) and must start in time.

pp--(lighter A) seems not to be more difficult than (lighter A) seems not to be more difficult than pp--PbPb..
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Lighter ionsLighter ions

ECR source can deliver a wide range of ionsECR source can deliver a wide range of ions
–– Some preference for lighter gaseous elements (He, Some preference for lighter gaseous elements (He, ArAr, O, , O, ……))
–– Needs setup time for each changeNeeds setup time for each change

LEIR foreseen to accelerate and coolLEIR foreseen to accelerate and cool
Intensity limitsIntensity limits
–– Space charge in LEIR, PS, SPSSpace charge in LEIR, PS, SPS
–– IBS in SPS?IBS in SPS?
–– Vacuum in LEIR ?Vacuum in LEIR ?
–– Etc.Etc.
–– Need to be thoroughly revised to make new performance Need to be thoroughly revised to make new performance 

estimatesestimates
–– Many details to check, e.g., following slides Many details to check, e.g., following slides ……
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Transfer PSTransfer PS-->SPS for light ions>SPS for light ions

From: C. From: C. CarliCarli, , M.ChanelM.Chanel, S. Hancock, J., S. Hancock, J.--L. L. ValletVallet …………. . 

Transfer for PbTransfer for Pb54+54+::
–– real real hhPS,RPS,R = 169  (80 MHz cavity),= 169  (80 MHz cavity),
–– for for synchrosynchro hhPS,SPS,S = 423 = h= 423 = hSPSSPS/11  (integer harmonic in SPS),/11  (integer harmonic in SPS),
–– distance between bunches (8/169)xCdistance between bunches (8/169)xCPSPS = (20/422.5)xC= (20/422.5)xCPSPS
–– distance between SPS buckets (20/423)xCdistance between SPS buckets (20/423)xCPSPS,,
–– bunches slightly offbunches slightly off--centered after transfer,centered after transfer,

negligible blownegligible blow--up due to filamentation.up due to filamentation.
For lighter ions assumed:For lighter ions assumed:
–– maximum field in the PS  maximum field in the PS  -->  B>  Bρρ = 26 GV/c  = 26 GV/c  

(direct space charge tune shift, IBS?),(direct space charge tune shift, IBS?),
–– use of 80 MHz cavity  use of 80 MHz cavity  -->  >  hhPS,RPS,R = 169 or 168,= 169 or 168,
–– for  for  synchrosynchro hhPS,SPS,S = h= hSPSSPS/11 = 423 or 420  (other harmonics ruled out due /11 = 423 or 420  (other harmonics ruled out due 

to technical difficulties of low level RF).to technical difficulties of low level RF).
–– (almost) identical RF gymnastics in the PS, in particular every (almost) identical RF gymnastics in the PS, in particular every LEIR/PS LEIR/PS 

cycle provides 4 LHC bunches.cycle provides 4 LHC bunches.
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RF frequencies (solid for PS and dashed for SPS) for PS->SPS transfer versus Q/A
- maximum magnetic field in the PS,
- 200 MHz system in the SPS,
- 80 MHz system in the PS.
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Summary on transfer PSSummary on transfer PS-->SPS for light ions>SPS for light ions

Transfer PSTransfer PS-->SPS>SPS
–– for light ions (say Q/A ~ 0.5), for light ions (say Q/A ~ 0.5), hhPS,RPS,R = 168 is suitable for transfer PS= 168 is suitable for transfer PS--

>SPS,>SPS,
–– no extrapolated solution for no extrapolated solution for ““intermediate Q/Aintermediate Q/A”” !!!!,!!!!,
–– synchronization with synchronization with hhPS,SPS,S = 422 would help, but a problem for low = 422 would help, but a problem for low 

level RF,level RF,
–– only frequencies checked, not (yet) voltages in PS only frequencies checked, not (yet) voltages in PS ……..

Probably o.k. : SPS injection well below Probably o.k. : SPS injection well below γγtrtr (i.e. large (i.e. large ηη))

Transfer LEIR Transfer LEIR --> PS:> PS:
–– for lighter ions higher revolution for lighter ions higher revolution frequfrequ’’ss for Bfor Bρρ = 4.8= 4.8
–– kicker gap may become an issue (kicker gap may become an issue (““eatseats”” up a larger fraction of the up a larger fraction of the 

LEIR circumference)LEIR circumference)
transfer at lower Btransfer at lower Bρρ ??
LEIR with harmonic 3 and two bunches & an empty gap ?LEIR with harmonic 3 and two bunches & an empty gap ?

Gymnastics in PS: Gymnastics in PS: 
–– frequencies increase for a given beam rigidities,frequencies increase for a given beam rigidities,
–– no problems expected, but should be checked.no problems expected, but should be checked.
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Lower energy ion operationLower energy ion operation

Reduced CM energy has  been a significant feature of Reduced CM energy has  been a significant feature of 
RHIC programmeRHIC programme
–– Usually short runs at end of longer highUsually short runs at end of longer high--energy runsenergy runs

Requirements not yet clear for LHC but:Requirements not yet clear for LHC but:
–– May happen before any reduced energy pp runs (??), with May happen before any reduced energy pp runs (??), with 

implications for operational strategyimplications for operational strategy
–– We need to check the performance limits (particularly We need to check the performance limits (particularly 

collimation) with larger beams collimation) with larger beams ……
–– We need to check performance of instrumentation and other We need to check performance of instrumentation and other 

systems in case any upgrades are neededsystems in case any upgrades are needed
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Summary medium term upgradesSummary medium term upgrades

PP--PbPb operation likely to come firstoperation likely to come first
–– looks promising but needs more studylooks promising but needs more study

Lighter ionsLighter ions
–– Studies needed to revise performance estimates, ensure that all Studies needed to revise performance estimates, ensure that all 

systems are adequate, launch any necessary preparationsystems are adequate, launch any necessary preparation
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LongerLonger--term Upgrade possibilities for term Upgrade possibilities for 
Heavy Ion physics in the LHCHeavy Ion physics in the LHC

So far, no resources applied to studying these.So far, no resources applied to studying these.
Added value for CERN complex upgrades?Added value for CERN complex upgrades?

Very preliminary thoughts only !Very preliminary thoughts only !
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Injector system upgrades Injector system upgrades 

Upgrades PSUpgrades PS-->PS2/PS+, SPS>PS2/PS+, SPS-->SPS2, etc under consideration>SPS2, etc under consideration
PS2 doubles SPS injection energyPS2 doubles SPS injection energy
–– Increase Increase PbPb single bunch intensity limit (IBS, spacesingle bunch intensity limit (IBS, space--charge in SPS)charge in SPS)
–– Check limits earlier in chain (measurements in 2006Check limits earlier in chain (measurements in 2006--8), ensure that PS2 8), ensure that PS2 

can accelerate ions from LEIRcan accelerate ions from LEIR
–– Potential boost for luminosity per bunchPotential boost for luminosity per bunch

SPS2 not obviously useful for ionsSPS2 not obviously useful for ions
–– Reduces effect of IBS at LHC injection plateau.Reduces effect of IBS at LHC injection plateau.

New ion source: improved ECRIS or EBIS? New ion source: improved ECRIS or EBIS? 
–– EBIS now successful and being implemented at RHIC (~20M$)EBIS now successful and being implemented at RHIC (~20M$)
–– Easy switching over wide choice of ions (up to UEasy switching over wide choice of ions (up to U……), good emittance), good emittance
–– Could replace ECR source, LINAC3 and (probably) LEIR with EBIS+RCould replace ECR source, LINAC3 and (probably) LEIR with EBIS+RFQFQ

Might relax constraints on design of PS2 ?  Might relax constraints on design of PS2 ?  
Incorporate into new preIncorporate into new pre--injector schemes (LINAC4 etc.)? injector schemes (LINAC4 etc.)? 

–– Worth some consideration in PAF context ?Worth some consideration in PAF context ?
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Latest POFPA reportLatest POFPA report
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Luminosity evolution in Luminosity evolution in extremeextreme PbPb luminosity upgradeluminosity upgrade

expNo. of experiments: 0, 3,1,2n =

An “ideal” fill, 
starting from 
parameters 
giving 
5×nominal 
luminosity.

Transverse 
emittance

Luminosity

Emittance control is Emittance control is 
key, RF noise goes key, RF noise goes 
some way towards some way towards 
transverse cooling. transverse cooling. 

More bunches is More bunches is 
another route.another route.
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Conceivable IonConceivable Ion--specific Upgrade Projectsspecific Upgrade Projects

New collimation schemesNew collimation schemes
–– Conventional, nonlinear, crystal, Conventional, nonlinear, crystal, …… see see HBHB’’ss talktalk

Microwave stochastic cooling of ion beam halo in LHCMicrowave stochastic cooling of ion beam halo in LHC
–– Progress with bunchedProgress with bunched--beam stochastic cooling at RHICbeam stochastic cooling at RHIC
–– Could help beam losses, reduce requirements on collimation Could help beam losses, reduce requirements on collimation 

systemsystem
–– Examine feasibility, R&D towards possible project ?Examine feasibility, R&D towards possible project ?

Optical stochastic coolingOptical stochastic cooling
–– Probably not feasible in LHC (A. Probably not feasible in LHC (A. ZholentsZholents, JMJ) but recent , JMJ) but recent 

““enhancedenhanced”” variants are claimed to be.variants are claimed to be.
–– Requires demonstration of feasibility on smaller machine firstRequires demonstration of feasibility on smaller machine first

Electron cooling at high energy in LHCElectron cooling at high energy in LHC
–– Copy RHIC electron cooler at even higher energy and power ???Copy RHIC electron cooler at even higher energy and power ???
–– Energy Recovery Energy Recovery LinacLinac: 1.5 GeV, ~ GW beam power : 1.5 GeV, ~ GW beam power …… seems seems 

unlikelyunlikely
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HeavyHeavy--Ion Physics after LHC IR upgrade (SLHC)Ion Physics after LHC IR upgrade (SLHC)

LHC interaction regions IR1 (ATLAS) and IR5 (CMS) may LHC interaction regions IR1 (ATLAS) and IR5 (CMS) may 
be upgraded for higher luminosity be upgraded for higher luminosity 
–– Assume that IR2 (ALICE) will not be substantially changed Assume that IR2 (ALICE) will not be substantially changed 
–– During high luminosity pp runs, beams will simply be separated During high luminosity pp runs, beams will simply be separated 

at ALICE at ALICE –– no interferenceno interference

It seems clear that, if required:It seems clear that, if required:
–– HI physics runs could continue at ALICEHI physics runs could continue at ALICE
–– HI physics runs could continue at ATLAS and/or CMS, HI physics runs could continue at ATLAS and/or CMS, 

presumably with IR optics  detuned to equalise luminosity with presumably with IR optics  detuned to equalise luminosity with 
ALICEALICE

LHC upgrades should keep these possibilities in mindLHC upgrades should keep these possibilities in mind
–– Avoid doing anything that would jeopardise themAvoid doing anything that would jeopardise them
–– Consider any adaptations that would also help ions Consider any adaptations that would also help ions 
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Heavy Ion Physics after LHC Energy Upgrade (D/TLHC)Heavy Ion Physics after LHC Energy Upgrade (D/TLHC)

An increase in LHC energy by a factor 2An increase in LHC energy by a factor 2--3 is not 3 is not 
especially useful for HI physics (JS at POFPA) but especially useful for HI physics (JS at POFPA) but ……
–– Dramatic increase in synchrotron radiation damping Dramatic increase in synchrotron radiation damping 

of ion beams, IBS weaker also  ~ free cooling systemof ion beams, IBS weaker also  ~ free cooling system
–– BFPP quenches ~ twice as bad / LuminosityBFPP quenches ~ twice as bad / Luminosity
–– Collimation quenches ~ twice as bad /(Total beam current)Collimation quenches ~ twice as bad /(Total beam current)

If, as is hoped, the new highIf, as is hoped, the new high--field magnets are less field magnets are less 
susceptible to quenching (or we have found other susceptible to quenching (or we have found other 
solutions to these problems by that time solutions to these problems by that time ……) then DLHC ) then DLHC 
or TLHC might be a useful or TLHC might be a useful luminosityluminosity upgrade (c.f. RHIC upgrade (c.f. RHIC 
II) for ion physics.II) for ion physics.
–– Needs study!Needs study!
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Other physics with ion beamsOther physics with ion beams

I did not consider (c.f. September 2006 POFPA report):I did not consider (c.f. September 2006 POFPA report):
–– Possible future fixed target physics with ion beamsPossible future fixed target physics with ion beams
–– Any kind of electronAny kind of electron--ion colliderion collider

If these are of interest, then there may be implications If these are of interest, then there may be implications 
for the future evolution of the ion sources and injector for the future evolution of the ion sources and injector 
complex at CERN.complex at CERN.
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ConclusionsConclusions

LHC Ion programme has potential for long futureLHC Ion programme has potential for long future
–– As for protons, there are serious performance limitations (BFPP,As for protons, there are serious performance limitations (BFPP,

collimation,collimation,……) to work on, even to attain the ) to work on, even to attain the ““nominalnominal”” baseline baseline 
luminosity. luminosity. 

–– Ion collider performance has additional dimension (Ion collider performance has additional dimension (E,LE,L,species,species) ) 
LongLong--foreseen mediumforeseen medium--term upgrades (term upgrades (pp--PbPb, lighter A, lighter A--A collisions) A collisions) 
expected expected beforebefore major upgrades of LHC and injectorsmajor upgrades of LHC and injectors
–– Require planning and work to start in good time: Require planning and work to start in good time: 

Ion sourceIon source
Performance limits in injector chain and in LHC main ringsPerformance limits in injector chain and in LHC main rings
Verification of all systemsVerification of all systems

LHC ion programme could benefit from LHC injector upgrades (PS2)LHC ion programme could benefit from LHC injector upgrades (PS2)
–– New ECRIS/EBIS source may be worth incorporation into injector New ECRIS/EBIS source may be worth incorporation into injector 

upgradesupgrades
Candidates for longer term upgrades need R&DCandidates for longer term upgrades need R&D
–– May learn from RHIC upgrades  May learn from RHIC upgrades  

The The number of experimentsnumber of experiments taking data is important at many stages taking data is important at many stages 
of the programme and needs to be clarified.of the programme and needs to be clarified.
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